The TYR Tactical® Flat Fish External Cummerbund, Cutaway provides additional soft armor coverage as well as load carriage capabilities.

**FEATURES:**
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- 6.25” in Height
- Lace Adjustable Cummerbund
- 4-Way Stretch Tweave sewn internally for comfort
- Includes the Patented Ballistic Vein®
- We created this item utilizing our revolutionary patented PV® material for durability and weight reduction.
- **Sizes:** Small, Medium, Large & XLarge

**COMPATIBLE PLATE CARRIERS**
- Male EPIC™ Plate Carrier
- Female EPIC™ Plate Carrier

T52/SP Soft Armor which meets Level II NIJ0101.06 Specifications
TYR-E106FF-CW-T52/SP

TXP3A Soft Armor which meets Level IIIA NIJ0101.06 Specifications
TYR-E106FF-CW-TXP3A

**WEIGHTS**
- SIZE LARGE
  - T52/SP: 1.58 LBS
  - TXP3A: 1.92 LBS